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Lane & McClain Names Angela Chester as Controller
Role to Focus on Implementing New Systems for Improved
Budgeting and Forecasting
(DALLAS, TEXAS – February 20, 2018) Lane & McClain, a commercial restaurant equipment
distributor serving Texas and Oklahoma, announced that Angela Chester has joined the company as
Controller. Chester brings more than a decade of accounting experience in diverse industries.
In this role, Chester will oversee all of Lane & McClain’s accounting and finance operations, including
budgeting, forecasting, and cash flow analysis. She will be in charge of Human Resources and
Information Technology as well.
“Angela has hit the ground running and has already identified new systems and processes to
implement,” says Lane & McClain’s president, Alan S. Rubin. “Her background is perfectly aligned
with where we want to grow as a company in the next decade, and her fresh perspective and proven
strategies will help us continuously improve our performance and profitability. With the financial side
of the business safely in her experienced hands, I’m looking forward to shifting more of my time to a
visionary rather than tactical role in moving the company forward.”
“Lane & McClain is a perfect place for me to apply my skills and knowledge to drive strong growth in a
high-potential company,” Chester says. “By applying effective methodologies and structures to the
finance side of this already-thriving business, I have absolute confidence that we will hit our growth
targets and deliver an even better customer experience. I’m excited to be a part of it.”
Angela earned her Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance at The University of Texas at
Arlington’s College of Business and was on the National Scholars Honor Society Member National
Dean’s Honor List.

About Lane & McClain
Lane & McClain is the exclusive distributor for Taylor brand commercial foodservice equipment for the
North Texas area. Additionally, Lane & McClain distributes other commercial kitchen equipment lines
in Texas and Oklahoma, including Lainox Combi Ovens, Flavor Burst flavoring systems, Zummo
Juicers, and Rancilio espresso machines.
To learn more, visit www.laneandmcclain.com, follow @LaneAndMcClain or on LinkedIn, or call 214748-7669.
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